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Mr. Brownlee called the meeting to order at2:05 pm. After introductions, Mr. Brownlee
explained that the Historic Designation Committee acts as an advisory committee to the
Commission, the body that actually votes on nominations. The Historic Designation Committee
must review the nomination for accuracy and completeness, and determine if the nomination
meets one or more of the criteria for designation as set forth in the Historic Preservation
Ordinance at $ l4-2007(5) of the Philadelphia Code.

Ms. Spina then presented the nomination for the Historic Street Paving Thematic District to the
Committee. She gave the definition for "district" as outlined in Section l4-2007(2)(i) of the
Philadelphia Code, which includes discontiguous elements that may be linked by association,
plan, design or history. In this district the common theme is the historic paving materials for
streets. The district includes 338 blocks on 159 streets in 35 different neighborhoods that retain
historic paving materials. Ms. Spina emphasized that the dishict includes only the cartway of the
street; curbs and sidewalks are not included in the nomination. In preparation for these meetings,
the Historical Commission sent notice letters announcing the meetings for this nomination to the
Streets Department, Water Department and owners of any privately.owned streets, and placed
posters on the affected blocks.

Ms. Spina enumerated the five criteria in the historic preservation ordinance at Section 14-2007
(5)(a, d, f, h and j) that the Historic Steet Paving Thematic District meets to qualify as an historic
district:

1) the district has significant character, interest or value as part of the development of the
City;
2) it embodies distinguishing characteristics of an engineering specimen;
3) the district contains elements of design, detail, materials or craftsmanship, which
represent a significant innovation;
4) owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristic, the district represents
an established and familiar visual feature of the neighborhood, community or City; and
5) the district exernplifies the cultural, political, economic, social or historical heritage
of the community.

As outlined in the statemant of significance, the development of the paved street in Philadelphia
is closely tied to the political and economic stability of the municipal government as well as the
social, developmental and economic history of Philadelphia in general. Ms. Spina, using slides
for illustration, described the primary materials that constitute the district. These include
cobblestone, vitrified brick, granite block, wood block, and bluestone.

In the inventory, each block has a rating of its condition: High, Moderate or Low Integrity. The
definitions for each rating are:

l) High Integrity: The street remains completely or nearly intact with no large patches or
damage;
2) Moderate: Streets with some patching or noticeable repairs; and
3) Low: Extensive visible repairs have been made to the street.

Ms. Spina explained that there is a list of blocks not included in this nomination despite having
historic paving material. These are not included because of such low integrity. She then showed
slides that illustrated different blocks in approximately twelve different neighborhoods. Ms.
Spina concluded by saying that the Historic Street Paving Thematic District, if designated, would
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preserve one of the most threatened historic resources in the City of Philadelphia. Since the first

inventory was made of these streets in 1993, 28 have been lost.

Ms. Spina and Ms. Fetzer explained that historic features, such as crosswalks or trolley tracks, are
noted in the inventory. Mr. Brownlee also stated that each block has been photographed for the
Commission records and the photographs record the street's condition and any specific features.

Mr. Tyler questioned the inclusion of several streets on the invantory because they are
recreations. He explained that Elfreth's Alley was historically a granite block street. In 1976,
for the nation's bicentennial, the granite block was removed and cobblestone installed with
granite slab gutters. He noted that there is no historical basis for the current configuration, and
the installation of the cobblestone does not meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards fot
reconstruction. Mr. Tyler recommended deleting Elfreth's Alley and other streets in the
Independence National Historical Park that were recreated in the 1950s through the 1980s. Mr.
Myers suggested deleting all reconstructed streets. Mr. Brownlee and Mr. Tyler noted that
streets, such as South Camac Street, have been reconsfucted because the materials needed
replacing. However, the new materials had an historical basis supported by scholarship, existing
fabnc and historic plans and specifications. Ms. Wolf noted that a difference exists between
streets that are reconstructed because of integrity and recreated to make them look "historic."

Mr. Myers made a motion to delete all streets that were recreated in the 1950s througll the 1980s
to represent what may have been earlier streets. These include: Elfreth's Alley; Dock Street -100

block; Moravian Street - 200 block; South Orianna Street - unit and 100 blocl<s; Sansom Street -

I00 and 300 bloctrs, and Library Street. Ms. Klein seconded the motion, which passed
unanimously.

Mr. Myers asked if protection extended to the trolley tacks found on some blocks. Mr. Tyler
explained that most historic tracks have nine-inch rails and new hacks have seven-inch rails,
which may pose a problem. Mr. Brownlee noted that while the tacks date to the period of the
streets, the Historical Commission does not require owners to use materials no longer available.
Mr. Tyler stated that if the Streets Department comes to the Historical Commission in the future,
the Commission will try to balance design with available materials. The Committee members
concurred that the designation includes the trolley tracks or any other historic feature ofthe street.

The Committee discussed the use of the blue-glazed granite block. Mr. Tyler and Mr. Myers
noted the legend that the blue-glazed granite block was used for the plaza in front of the Belgian
pavilion in the Centennial Exposition of 1876 and then distributed after the exposition closed.
However, the actual origin of the blue glazingremains unknown. Usually the vendor or quarry
has a stamp on each granite block, but those with blue glazing do not have such marks.

Committee members emphasized that the nomination only includes the cartway of the streets,
curbs, sidewalks and islands are not included.

Mr. Brownlee opened the floor to the audience.

Ted Newbold expressed concem for safety at crosswalks and noted that trolley tracks pose a
danger to cyclists. He also mentioned Bladen's Court as a street that has been reconstructed. The
Committee discussed Bladen's Court, noting that the original cobblestone no longer exists. Mr.
Brownlee noted that the Sheets Department is very concerned with safety and the Historical
Commission will work with the Department in such cases.
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Mr. Myers, with a secondfrom Ms. Lltolf, made a motion to include Bladen's Court on the list of
streets to be deleted. The motion carried unanimously.

Victor Gordon asked the Committee to delete the unit block of South Bodine Street. He testified
that Bodine Street is the only access he has to his property, a surface parking lot, and stated that
the street has low integrity. [The inventory lists the street with high integrity on the northern half
and moderate integrity on the southern half.] He noted that he feared that the Historical
Commission would close the sfeet, cutting off access to his property. Mr. Brownlee assured Mr.
Gordon that the Historical Commission does not have the authority to close any steet, and that it
only seeks to protect the historic materials of the cartway. Mr. Gordon stated that the Sheets
Department offered the street to him and now he is afraid that the Department will retract the
offer. The Committee asked for photographs to review the condition rating in the inventory.

In the meantime, Janet Greenstein Potter of the Philadelphia Northwest Coalition supported the
designation of the historic sfteets, including trolley tracks. She noted that three trolley tariffs still
exist and the Route 56 may be reestablished. She also stated that the reconstruction of sheets
with seven-inch rails should not pose a problem.

John Diaz of Lehmann Lane expressed concern because he has a right-of-way on this privately
owned street. The Committee stated that the designation does not mean that City intends to
acquire the lane. He also expressed concern for safety. Ms. Fetzer noted that safety is a concern
for the Streets Department and, if needed, the Department will pave crosswalks in a different
material.

Staff returned with photographs and the Committee reviewed those for Bodine Street. After
deliberation, the Committee concurred with the inventory's notation for the integrity of the street.
The Committee does not recommend removing the sfieet from the inventory. Mr. Brownlee
invited Mr. Gordon to the Commission to restate his case.

Mitch Deighan of the Northem Liberties Neighbors Association stated that the Association's
board voted unanimously to support the district nomination. Wendy Bennett of the 2000 block of
Latimer Street also voiced her support. Robert Hotes, AIA, representing the Center City
Residents Association, endorsed the nomination, saying that these streets are rapidly disappearing
and the district's designation reinforces the continuity of Philadelphia's history. Bud Schoffer
and neighbors of the 300 block of West Winona Street submitted a petition in support of the
nomination. Joyce Robinson and Catharine Franklin also supported the district's designation.
Ms. Franklin notified the Committee of another block not listed on the.inventory, leading to
Hallow Park off of Greene Street. Dominick Lassaro and Rebecca Shulman testified in favor of
the nomination. Diana Fertik asked the Committee to define the end of the street in an
intersection, because each time the cross street near her house gets asphalt it encroaches further
and further onto her brick street. Mr. Myers noted that the street should begin at the curb of the
corner.

Ms. Harvey thanked all those who attended the meeting and stated that residents are the eyes and
ears of the Historical Commission, asking them to call the office if they see work happening on
their streets.

At the request of Madeleine Antinucci, Fourth Highway District Engineer, Ms. Fetzer asked the
Committee to review two streets for possible deletion from the inventory: Gates Street and
Sheldon Street in Manayunk. Ms. Fetzer explained that, outside of Center City, the Fourth
Highway District has the highest number of historic streets. The Committee reviewed
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photographs of the two streets. It decided that Gates Street retained enough historic fabric to
remain in the inventory.

Ms. ll/olf made a motion to delete Sheldon Street because of low integrity. Mr. Myers seconded
the motion, which carried unanimously.

Ms. Fetzer then asked the Committee, at the request of a City Council member, to review the
designation of Chang Sheet in Fairmount. The very narow street has low integrity, no houses
along it and is in the middle of a block that may be developed.

Mr. Myers made a motion to delete Chang Streetfrom the inventory because of low integrity. Ms.
Klein seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.

Mr. Tyler stated that the Commission staff received a letter concerning Beck Street. A company
owns some property on both sides of the street and may, in time acquire the entire parcel for
development. Committee members noted that the street has a high integrity and decided to leave
it in the inventory.

Mr. Myers noted that on Bradford Alley, the inventory mentions marble steps. Staff stated that
the steps are actually on the sidewalk and therefore the notation of the steps should be removed
from the inventory. The Committee agreed.

Mr. Myers reiterated that the designation includes the entire cartway of the block, even historic
fabric that may lie under a non-historic patch. Mr. Brownlee noted that while designation will not
mean automatic restoration of these streets, it will guarantee incremental improvements as the
Streets and Water Departrnents and the Gas Company do work.

Ms. Wolf commended the work of the staff for the nomination.

Mr. Myers made a motion to recommend the designation of the Historic Street Paving Thematic
District as modified. Ms. Klein seconded the motion, which carried by unanimous vote.

The meeting adjourned at4:00 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

Laura M. Spina
Historic Preservation Planner
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1614 Locust Street. Locust Club
Locust Club, Owner
Philippe Chin, Applicant
DATE: 1960
P ROP OSAL : Legahzr, facade alterations

Ar c h it e c tur al C o rnrnitt e e Re c omrn en da.t i o n :
Approval of:

l. Tbe new front d.oor
2. The french dnors within the first fnor windnw openings
3. Decoratipe iron worh to tlte metal balcony railings and widcning of the frst flnor
balconies
4. Ref'nishing the second.-flnor windtws to match the f.rst-fl,oor windnws

Denial of:
Legnlization of the metal andglass ca.ltop! ouer the front dnor.

Mr. Thomas explained that this proposal involves legalizing changes made to a non-
conuibuting structure within the Rittenhouse Fider Historic District. The applicant installed:

I. A new front door
2. French doors within the first floor window openings
3. Decorative iron work to the metal balcony railings and widened first floor balconies
4. A metal and glass canopy over rhe front door

Mr. Thomas stated that Committee members discussed the appropriateness of the new
elements, but agreed to recommend approval of most of the them owing to the building's non-
contributing starus in the Rittenhouse Fider Historic Disuict, and because the new features consist
of individual artistic creations that do not mimic any historical style. Mr. Thomas explained that
some C,ommittee members objected to the canopy. The Commission agreed that the new canopy
does not constitute an appropriate addition to this facade.

Mn Shlerlffruade a rnotion t0 atcept the Committee's renmmendation. Mr. Wilds secondcd the rnotion
w hich canied unnnim.ousl,t.

THE REPORT of the Committee on Historic Designation, I December 1998,
David Brownlee, Ph.D., Chair.

Mr. Brownlee explained that the Historic Designation Committee reviewed the nomination
of the Historic Street Paving Thematic District for accurary and completeness, and to determine if
the nominated resources meet one or more of the criteria for designation as set forth in the Historic
Preservation Ordinance at S 14-2007(5) of the Philadelphia Code. In the process of this review, the
Committee modified the inventory of the proposed district to omit certain blocks the Committee
deemed unsuitable for the district owing to their condition or because, as "recreations," they may not
truly represent an accurate historic appearance. He stated that the Committee voted unanimously to
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recommend designation of the Historic Sueet Paving Thematic District as modified. Mr. Brownlee

introduced Laura Spina of the Historical C,ommission staff, who, along with Elizabeth Harvey and

Kristin Cardi of the staff, worked on the nomination.

Ms. Spina presented the nomination for the Historic Street Paving Thematic District to the
C.ommission. She gave the definition for "disuicd'as oudined in Section l4-2007(2)(i) of the
Philadelphia Code, which includes non-contiguous elements that may be linked by association, plan,
design or history. The historic paving materials for streets constitutes the common theme of this
disuict. The proposed district originally included 338 blocla on 159 streets in 35 different
neighborhoods that retain historic paving materials. Owing to deletions made by the C,ommittee on
Historic Designation, the proposed district now includes 326 blocks on I54 streets. Ms. Spina
emphasized that the district includes only the cartway of the street; curbs and sidewalks are not
included in the nomination. In preparation for these meetings, the Historical Commission sent
notice letters announcing the meetings for this nomination to the Streets Department, Water
Department and owners of any privately owned streets, and placed posters on the affected blocks.

Ms. Spina stated that the Historic Street Paving Thematic District meets five criteria
enumerated in the historic preservation ordinance at Section 14-2007, subsection (5)(", d, f, h and j)

to qualify as an historic district:

l. The district "[h]as significant character, interest or value as part of the development of the
City . . " The creation of streets and their maintenance reflect the development of Philadelphia.

2. It "fe]mbodies distinguishing characteristics of . an engineering specimen." This
district reflecs that criterion. Paving - or lack thereof - proved a problem from early on. The issue
was addressed in the I760s with Street Wardens who paved streets using cobblestone. Subsequent
transportation and paving improvements yielded new methods, especially in this century to
accommodate the automobile.

3. The district "fc]ontains elemens of design, detail, materials or craftsma*Hp, which
represent a signficant innovation." Pavers needed special skills to lay cobblestone, brick and granite
block; skills that are not readily available today. The district also contains streets that were designed
with a sense of artistic appearance) as well as durability.

4. "Owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristic," the disuict represents
"an established and familiar visual feature of the neighborhood, communiry or Ciry." These block
are found in 35 different neighborhoods. Many communities, such as Germantown, Manayunk and
Old Ciry recognize these historically paved streets as integral parts of their neighborhoods.

5. Lasdy, the district "fe]xemplifies the cultural, political, economic, social or historical
heritage of the community." As oudined in the statement of significance, the development of the
paved street in Philadelphia is closely tied to the political and economic stabiliry of the municipal
government as well as the social, developmental and economic history of Philadelphia in general.
For instance,tnl7gg,when |oseph Sansom built Sansom Row on the 700 block of Walnut Street he
had trouble selling the properties because the city had not paved the street. In order to make the
properties more marketable, Sansom himself had the road paved.
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fu oudined in the statement of significance, the development of the paved street in
Philadelphia is closely tied to the political and economic stability of the municipal government as well
as the social, developmental and economic history of Philadelphia in general. Ms. Spina, using slides
for illustration, described the primary materials that constitute the district. These include
cobblestone, viuified brick, granite block, wood block, and bluestone.

Ms. Spina explained that, in the inventory, each block has a rating of its condition: High,
Moderate or Low Integrity. The definitions for each rating are:

f ) High Integriry: The sueet remains completely or nearly intact with no Iarge patches or
damage;
2) Moderate: Sueets with some patching or noticeable repairs, and
3) Low: Extensive visible repairs have been made to the sueet.

Ms. Spina explained that the materials that comprise the Historic Street Paving Thematic
District include :

Cobblestone: The earliest street paving material, cobblestone has been used since the
Middle Ages. In Philadelphia, cobblestone paving persisted tfuoughout the first three quarters of the
I9s century. It is the oldest form of sueet paving in Philadelphia, and one of the rarest today.

Vitrified Brick: Brick, when heated to the point of vitrification, can bear the weight of
vehicles. The Ciry laid the first brick street in 1887 and the material remained popular for at least the
next thirty years. While the brick streets were easy to clean and repair, the vitrification process was
not uniform and many of the bricks quickly deteriorated. The brick appeared red, orange and
yellow. Sometimes the pavers would pattern the bricks or use all headers to add aesthetic interest.

Granite Block: Also known as "Belgian Block," granite block could bear the weight of the
heaviest uaffic. Since its first use in the late l9s century, granite block proved durable, uniform and
inexpensive. Still used, it now exists on over half of the proposed streets in the thematic disuict.
Pavers also dressed granite block with blue glazing, creating what is known as "Belgian Blues." Only
nine blocks remain of these bright blue sueets.

Wood Block: In the second decade of the 20s century, Philadelphia's engineers discovered
that wood block provided for very quiet streets and began using the material for sueets around
hospitals and schools. Unfortunately, the wood did not have the durabfiry of other materials and
the experiment was soon abandoned. Only one street, Camac Sueet in Washington Square West,
survives intact and exposed.

Bluestone: Only one street in Philadelphia has slabs of bluestone as a paving material, St.

|ames Place in Rittenhouse Square.

Sheet Asphaltum: Thomas Macadam patented his invention, named for himself, in the
United Kingdom in 1801. In the United States, engineers began experimenting with asphalt in
1875, but abandoned the material because it proved urutable and the horses could not get the
needed traction on such a smooth surface. In the early part of the 20s century scientists perfected the
chemical make-up of asphalt and in the I920s it became the primary paving material in Philadelphia.
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Ms. Spina noted that many of the streets have interesting details. Granite or bluestone slab

gutters) either along the curbs or down the middle, facilitated the drainage of water in the street.

Along Erie and Geimantown Avenues, and some other blocls in the Ciry, trolley uacks define the

street. In some cases, the historic material is only between the tracks with asphalt along the curbs'

Ms. Spina explained that there is a list of blocks not included in this nomination despite their

having historic paving material. These are not included because of low integrity. She then showed

slides that illustrated different blocks in approximately twelve different neighborhoods. Ms. Spina

concluded by saying that the Historic Street Paving Thematic District, if designated, would Preserve
one of the mosr rhreatened historic resources in the Ciry of Philadelphia. Since the first inventory

was made of these streets in 1993, Philadelphia has lost 28 of them.

Commission members discussed such issues as adding more streets to the inventory at

subsequent C,ommission meetings and how to handle blocks with good integriry currendy

underneath blacktop. Ms. Wolf stated that the Committee on Historic Designation decided to

include only those blocks with historic paving material presendy exposed. The Commission chose

nor to acr on the three new additions proposed for the inventory at this meeting to allow the staff the

opportuniry to post norice at least sixty days prior to designation. The Commission discussed ways

ol assisting the residents of Winona Street with the replacement of the streeCs historic paving

materials. Commission members did not vote on the issue'

Victor Gordon asked the Commission to delete the unit block of South Bodine Sueet. He

testified that Bodine Street forms the only access he has to his property, a surface parking lot, and

stated that the street has low integriry. [The inventory lisa the street with high integrity on the

norrhern half and moderare integriry on the southern half.] He noted that he feared that the

Historical Commission would close the street) cutting offaccess to his property. Crmmission

members assured Mr. Gordon that the Historical Commission does not have the authoriry to close

any street, and that it only seek to protect the historic materials of the cartway. Mr. Gordon stated

that the Streets Department offered the street to him and now he fears that the Department will

retracr the offer. Mr. Tyler stated that the Ciry has no plans to strike that block of Bodine Sueet

from the City Plan.

Several members of the communiry, representing various neighborhoods, voiced their

support for the proposed disuict, some of whom also requested the C.ommission to include more

blocks in their neighborhoods. Commission members thanked those individuals for their interest

and asked them to assist the C,ommission staffby notifying them of any possible new additions. Aliki

Strakes of the preservation Alliance read from the Alliances official letter advocating the designation.

Mr. Shlaroffrnado a motion t0 d.ccept the recornmendntion of the CorumiWee on Historic Designation to

designate the Historic Street Paving Them.ntic Disnict a's modifod.. Mr. Thotnas secondzd the mation

w hich camie d unanimausly.
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